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Chapter 5

THE PATIENT AS PRISONER
Leonard frank

A man lost his job and deCided to take the opportunity to read some
books and educate himself. The man's father considered this behavior
"bizarre." To him it looked as if his son was "mentally ill." He had no
trouble finding a psychiatrist to confirm his opinion and to incarcerate his
son. So began Leonard frank's nightmare as an involuntary inmate of the
psychiatric establishment. The doctors chose to administer electroconvulsive and insulin shock treatment for Leonard frank's "own good." The
victim's father authorized the treatments, presumably for the same reason.
Kahlil Gibran wrote, "Your children are not your children." The lesson
is never learned. Generation after generation treats its offspring as if they
were possessions to be lovingly shaped to blueprint. Each parent plays God
with the clay of the child. And the child must inevitably struggle to be free
of the parent's dream. The father-son relationship is a model for every
other kind of authority situation; it's the original master-slave game.
Authorities service each other. In Leonard frank's story we see psychiatrists acting In loco parentis, one of their favorite roles.
Ostensibly for the good of the patient, then, the paternalists In this
instance decided to administer electric and insulin shock, though the goal
of bolll kinds of treatment is the same: to kill bits of Ille patient-Ille
"mentally ill" bits-cell by cell. The pancreatic hormone insulin acts to
lower the amount of sugar in the blood. for the diabetic, who is unable
to secrete his own insulin and therefore suffers an excess of blood sugar,
insulin is injected. OcCasionally, an insulin dependent patient will

inadvertently overdose. When the blood sugar falls below a critical level,
usually 50 milligrams per 100 cc's of blood, it is monitored by the hypo.
thalamus in the brain which sets off a protective chain reaction. The
pituitary gland is stimulated, and it in turn activates the adrenal gland
to release adrenal in. Adrenalin then acts to restore the normal blood
sugar levels by breaking down glycogen to glucose in the liver. But with
the continued administration of insulin, the glycogen stores are exhausted
and the blood sugar continues to fall. The brain, which depends on glucose as it does on oxygen, begins to shut down and die. Hypoglycemic
coma is a medical emergency.
The classical Sakel insulin shock treatment, to which Mr. frank was
subjected fifty times, is the intentional production of hypoglycemic coma.
Invented by Dr. Manfred J. Sakel and first used in 1933 at the Psychiatric
Hospital of the Vienna Medical School, the procedure consists of injecting
from 10 to 1000 units of regular or protamine zinc insulin and then, as the
patient slips into a twilight state of intense anxiety and hunger, systemati.
cally withholding carbohydrate. After two or three hours the patient is
comatose, or in "coma hibernation" as Dr. Sakelliked to call it. He may.
have a convulsion at this time. Hypoglycemia is prolonged anywhere from
four to seven hours, determining the exact duration being, according to
Dr. Sakel, an art based on extensive experience. These treatments ani then
repeated, somelimes daily, and sometimes for months.
What did Dr. Sakelthink he was doing? He had several theories. for
example, he thought that "the parasympathetic hormone insulin contains
the two cardinal therapeutic faculties of increasing the tonus of the para'
sympathetic end of the autonomic nervous system and of strengthening
the anabolic force
This argument is verbal abracadabra. More to
the point, he concedes that he is killing brain cells. "This latter treatment
rests on the assumption that the diseased and therefore weakened nerve
cells will die off first, from the effects of the hypoglycemia, before the
healthy ones are traumatized. This selective elimination of the diseased
cells leaves the healthy ones a free field in which to resume their normal

performance_"••
Dr. Sakel remained an ardent proponent of insulin shock to the end of
his life. In 1956 he remarked with dismay that electric shock because of
Its greater simplicity and economy was displacing his method, which he
considered far superior. His ego wounded, he wrote one of the clearest
and most concise damnations of ECT:
·Anhur Sackler, Mortimer Sackler, Raymond Sackler, Felix MartH banez, 71Jt Greot
Physlodynamlc ThtropJts In Psychiatry (New York: Hoeber-HarpClr, 1956), p. 13.
··/bJd., p.30.
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In the amnesia caused by all electric shocks, the level of the whole
intellect is lowered, so that the outstanding psychotic Ideas are not
thrown into such sharp relief as they previously were. If the amnesia
is less severe (the outcome of fewer convulsions), the patient, though

he may lose recollections of experiences in his past life, almost never
forgets the predominant pathological, schizophrenic idea
for which he is being treated. The diminishing in the intensity of the
psychotic idea is the counterpart of the lowering of the intellectual
level and the reduced potentjalities for reaction.
Retrograde amnesia, not deliberately induced, is found in only
two well-known illnesses: as a consequence of severe concussion
with unconsciousness and in senile arteriosclerosis cerebri. The impairment of the retaining capacity was and is known to the neurologist in again only two illnesses: in Alzheimer's diseases and in the
almost disappearing paresis.
In both these cases, the cause of the illness lies In the mUltiple
microscopic diffused damage done to the brain mailer or cells. It is
therefore logical to deduce that similar conditions of brain cell damage must be at the root of each case of amnesia, however caused.
The stronger the amnesia, the more severe the underlying brain cell
damage must be.'
Given the risks involved In ECT and insulin shock and the fact that
both are designed to achieve the same end, why would a psychiatrist administer both treatments, as in the case of Leonard Frank (and not at all
uncommon)? The reasons why psychiatrists do what they do is the mystery to end all mysteries. The reasons they give Ithemselves are inconsistent and contradictory. Much depends on where they were trained, when
they were trained, and who trained them. The juggling and mixing of
treatments is the hallmark of psychiatry and the substance of the psychiatrist's education. Obscurity, as someone once said, often proceeds

from a healthy instinct for self·preservat;on.

$
Q. What led up to your commitment?
A. I was arrested at the age of twenty-nine orthirty, at the time of the
missile crisis, October of 1962. I was first sent to Mt. Zion Hospital in San
Francisco, and then to Twin Pines Sanitarium, in Belmont, California. I
was administered eighty-five shock treatments-fifty of them were insulin,
and thirty-five were electric given while I was in the insulin-induced coma.
-Ibid., p.55.
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Q. You said you were arrested? Could you give me a few more details?
A. No, that's part of the problem, one of the little side·effects.
Q. You don't remember what you were doing? You were politically
active?
A. I wasn't politically active at all, I wasn't bothering anyone. I had diffi·
culties with my family. I suppose these things, because I don't have any
memory of the period.
Q.Were you seeing a psychiatrist at the time?
A. Not to my knowledge. I know that I would never voluntarily see a
psychiatrist.
Q. Even back then?
A. Even then. But then again, maybe I was, I don't know.
Q. You never got the details from your family?
A. No, they didn't talk about it and I didn't press them on the issue bo·
cause I knew it made them uncomfortable and they felt it wouldn't be in
my interest to reveal this information.
Q. Where did they live? Were you living with them?
A. No, I was living by myself. They were in New York. I had come to San
Francisco about two or three years before that, worked for awhile and
then decided that I didn't want to work anymore. I had a feeling that I
still had a lot to learn, that I wanted to educate myself-to do some serious
reading of literature, history, politics, religion and psychology. And to see
my society, and the philosophy that governed it, with new eyes. I had become very critical of the society and I felt it was very important to acquire
the knowledge to deal with my criticism in a creative way.
Q. Who told you then that you had been arrested?
A. I still have the warrant for my arrest. I was in my apartment, as far as I
know, and they came to the door and arrested me. Listed as reasons for
my being arrested are that I had displayed bizarre behavior.
Q. Who would have been likely to bring those charges?
A. My parents. They had been visiting me during that period and they
were very unhappy with the kind of life I had been leading. After all, I
wasn't working, and their world view was such that anyone who wasn't
working was probably-or was almost Inevitably-mentally ill. You have
to be a bit crazy if you weren't working within the system. Remember,
this was-before the hippies, before the drop-out scene-a rather unusual
thing.
Q. And they got a warrant?
A. Sure, because I wasn't going to see any psychiatrist. I also remember
seeing a leller I wrote during that period, indicating very strongly that I
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was not into seeing any psychiatrist, that I didn't think they were any
better qualified to deal with personal situations than other people were.
I didn't ascribe to them the kind of powers my parents ascribed to doctors
In general and psychiatrists in particular.
Q. SO, not only don't you remember the Incidents which led up to your
hospitalization but •••
A. When you say that I don't remember, that's not quite the way it should
be pUL It would be better to say the memory of those days was obliterated, for an entire period in my life up until the last shock treatment
which I received In April of 1963. I was in the institution for eight months
-this I didn't know from the experience of it but from having figured out
the dates from the time I was arrested to when I was released in the latter
part of Mayor early June 1963-and I have no memory for a period of
about two years before that. When I came out I couldn't even have told
you that John Kennedy had been elected president, I didn't even know
who was president of the United States. I had to relearn the whole thing; I
had to relearn 50 much of my life that it's no wonder that it took me so
many years to get it back together again. Through my direct experience of
this thing I found out what brainwashing was all about; I was in a situation
of complete helplessness in terms of what I knew because so much of my
memory had been destroyed. In a Chinese brainwashing camp-as you hear
the stories told-they break you down and then they reeducate you, while
here in the United States of America, maybe thirty miles outside of San
Francisco, one of the most enlightened cities of our continent, that very
process was done to me by psychiatry. I was brainwashed; the only difficulty is that they didn't have a chance to reprogram me on their terms
because, fortunately, I was released from the institution about a month or
a month and a half following the last treatment. Then I was able to reeducate myself not in accordance with their wishes or the wishes of my
family but in accordance with my own benL My own bent was suffi·
ciently strong 50 that I was able to get it back together again and adopt
and maintain my world view_
Q. Were there certain things that were wiped out more than othersl
A. The extent of my memory loss 15 not merely the two years preceding
the treatment, it covers many, many individual events before the twoyear period.
Q. Do you have Islands of recall 1
A. Oh sure, I remember things that go way back into early childhood. But,
for example, I don't have any memory of a single dream that I had up
until the time I was given shock treatmenL
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Q. From the entire pastl
A. From my entire thirty years prior to thaL Not a single dream. I've
spoken to another person who h.ad had shock treatment similar in Intensity to the kind I received, and he tells me that he remembers his dreams
prior to the shock treatments, but since that time he docsn't have any
recollection of his dreams, or of having had any dreams; in other words,
he may have dreamed but he doesn't remember.
Q. In your opinion, did you feel that you learned more slowly during your
reeducation, or that your ability to learn had been affected in any wayl
A. I don't think It could possibiy be as good as it was. But I don't .think it
set me back that much. Actually, I came up with a new technique to reeducate myself because I was having a little trouble acquiring the knowledge as quickly as I wanted to. I developed a technique for working with
opposites-words, pairs of words. I would make lists of opposites and categorize them under particular topics and I found in doing that as an exercise I wouldn't actually have to make a note of remembering things but in
the process of categorizing words and concepts in pairs, I was able to regain the use of words which otherwise I didn't have at all. The loss had
affected my vocabulary.
Q. For words from the preceding two years or for words you had had all
your Iifel
A. Maybe for words I had had all my life. An aphasia was involved, but It
wasn't especially serious. Aphasia is organic, is it notl
Q. What was your probleml
A. Oftentimes I couldn't find the word that I wanted.
Q. That's aphasia.
A. I would have the idea in my mind.
Q. Anything else1 Any problems with coordination, movement of your
limbs, incontinence, double vision, numbn~ss, weaknessl
A. Well, in general those eighty-five shock treatments represented a tremendous assault on my brain-not just on my brain, but on my whole
physical being. My energy level has not been as high since that time as it
was before.
Q. That's a little vague.
A. Energy level has to do with the drive to do things. I was much more
active before.

• • •

A. All these things are relative. I know what I was before. I feel pretty
good right now; frankly, I feel fine.
Q. How did you get outl
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A. I guess they thought they had me conditioned and shaped up so I'd be
fit once again for society. They were mistaken. I'm not shaped up by their
standards, that's for sure. I'm still fighting them and I'll continue to fight
them, not just for myself, but for other people who are in positions where
they might be subjected to this treatment and illegitimate assault.

• • •
Q. Have you any idea whether you signed any consent forms?
A. As a matter of fact, my parents signed the consent forms.
Q. Do you have any recollections of the actual experience of hospitalization at all?
A. Only after the last shock. I remember coming out of the last shock
which was positively the most horrendous experience of my whole life.
Q. What was it like?
A. Respiratory arrest, wild bizarre confusion, dreams, terror of wild proportions, fantastic hunger pains-it's called "hunger excitement." The dis·
coverer of the treatment called it hunger excitement because of the
deprivation of sugar, in your system. You wake up and you're absolutely
famished. You wouldn't believe how hungry a person could be unless he's
had insulin (of that dose) put into his system. I just drank and ate. I
couldn't believe it; as a matter of fact it's one of the rationales for insulin
shock treatment, that if the person is underweight or affected with
anorexia nervosa, the sugar deprivation will excite the appetite and he'll
begin to eat more. I weighed at one time 154 pounds; by the time the
treatments were over I had gone up to 180 pounds in, I think, just three
months. Can you imagine how I stuffed myself with food to put on that
much weight? My natural weight now is about 155 so the weight gain
which is supposed to be a positive sign in terms of the prognosis was delusional on their part. The weight gain was never permanent.
Q. You were receiving insulin coma treatments, is that right?
A. It's not called insulin coma, it's called insulin shock. Sometimes they
will actually prolong the experience, leave the person comatose; some·
times they'll give sugar and bring the per~cn out of it. I imagine I was
comatose for periods of an hour, because certain times it had to be for an
extended period of time because they gave me electric shock treatment
during the coma stage. That's the way it's administered in combination
with insulin shock.
Q. You don't have any recall of ever fighting them actively?
A. No, but there must have been an awful fight.
Q. I think the fact that they gave you so many treatments ...
A. They probably determined the number beforehand. A series of 50/35,
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I wouldn't say is typical, but I've read some of the literature that indicates
that was a common number. It was determined beforehand-not by the
way your progress went but beforehand-and they go through with it
regardless of what your condition is. Of course, with my father back on
the East Coast they could do anything, he didn't even come out here, nor
did my mother, until the treatments were concluded. So the hospital had
complete control, without any family involvement whatever during the
time of the treatments.
Q. Your parents just left?
A. They were living back home. You know, they were so in awe of doc·
tors, anything a doctor would say. And then of course, they had a very
prestigious doctor here in San Francisco.
Q. He was supposedly your doctor during that time?

A. He was not my doctOr. He was the one who was hired to deal with me.
And he was very effective. He's politically powerful, or at least sufficiently
powerful to have me arrested.

•••
Q. When did you decide to get even?
A. There isn't any question of getting even. I don't want to get even, I just
want them to stop. There's no way I could get even.

•••
In December, 1973,leonard Frank helped organize the Network Against
Psychiatric Assault (NAPA), a small but highly active association of former
psychiatric inmates, disenchanted mental health workers, and others. Their
demonstrations at langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute of the Univer·
sity of California in the spring of1974 alerted the public to the continued
popularity of shock treatment. Their invitation to proponents of the treat·
ment to an open debate, however, was rudely ignored.
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THE FRANK PAPERSLeonard Roy Frank

---

Towards the end of June, 1974 [eleven years after being incarcerated involuntarily at Napa State Hospital and Twin Pines Hospital], I authorized
my attorney to obtain my "medical records" [from these lostiwtions). On
September 6 he turned the records over to me. In all, they added up to
. "143 pages (excluding duplicates)-twenty-four pages from Napa and the
balance from Twin Pines. Included among the papers from Twin Pines
were four pages of charts listing the individual shock treatments administered to me between January 11 and April 8, 1963: fifty insulin coma
and thirty-five electric shock treatments.
I consider the following the most meaningful excerpts and reproductions from these documents. Capitalized words indicate that they were
typeset on forms in the original papers; words in parentheses are mine.

1
October 17, 1962 PETITION (typed)
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IN
AND FOR THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO.
NO. 12779
THE PEOPLE FOR THE BEST INTEREST AND PROTECTION OF
Leonard R. Frank AS A MENTALLY ILL PERSON, AND CONCERNING
Seymour Frank RESPONDENT
Seymour Frank, RESIDING AT 130 East 63rd N.Y. City •.. BEING
DULYSWORN, DEPOSES AND SAYS:

THAT THERE IS NOW IN THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRAN·
CISCO, AT 956 Sacramento Street, Room 501, A PERSON NAMED
Leonard R. Frank, WHO IS BELIEVED TO BE MENTALLY ILL, AND
IN NEED OF SUPERVISION, CARE OR TREATMENT:
THAT THE PERSON IS 30 YEARS OF AGE, 7-15·32
A MALE WHO IS single: AND THAT THE OCCUPATION OF SAID
PERSON IS unemployed: ...
THAT PETITIONER'S INTEREST IN SAID CASE IS father ...
THAT THE FACTS BECAUSE OF WHICH PETITIONER BELIEVES
THAT THE PERSON IS MENTALLY ILL AND IN NEED OF SUPERVISION, CARE OR TREATMENT AND IN NEED OF IMMEDIATE
HOSPITALIZATION AND DETENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:
progressive personality change during past two years with withdrawal
and bizarre behavior.
WHEREFORE, PETITIONER PRAYS THAT EXAMINATION BE
MADE TO DETERMINE THE STATE OFTHE MENTAL HEALTH OF
SAID PERSON IN RESPECT TO SUPERVISION, CARE AND TREATMENT, AS MAY BE NECESSARY AND PROVIDED BY LAW.
(signed) Seymour Frank PETITIONER
M. R. Patterson DEPUTY
M. C. Kelly DEPUTY

2
October 19. 1962 CERTIFICATE OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS (script)
CASE HISTORY: Reportedly has been showing progressive personality changes over past 2 or 3 years. Grew withdrawn and asocial, couldn't

or wouldn't work, & spent most of his time reading or doing nothing.
Grew a beard, ate only vegetarian food and lived life of a beatnik-to a
certain ex lenl.
PRESENT MENTAL STATUS: Seclusive, withdrawn, essentially uncommunicative. Has stated that he is engaged in llsecret work."

TENTATIVE DIAGNOSIS OF MENTAL HEALTH: schizophrenic
Reaction

RECOMMENDATION FOR DISPOSITION OR SUPERVISION,
TREATMENT AND CARE: State Hosp.-Parents wish his transfer to
private hosp. in N.Y. if possible
(signed) John Smith MEDICAL EXAMINERBill Jones MEDICAL EXAMINER

*''The Frink Pipers" are reprinted, wllh permission of the author, from Madness
N'lwDrk News, Volume 2, Number 5, December, 1974. Leoniilrd Frank Is one of
the co-edltors or this Sin Ffinclsco·biSed newspaper.
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.Wllhln these papers, pseudonyms have been ilssJKned 10 ill physlclilns.
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HDrrAL £XA.'lIllATIOII

October 19. 1962 JUDGMENT OF MENTAL ILLNESS AND ORDER

CEIIERAL OBStRVATIO!/t

Facial expreuulonJ rull beard.
p Datura: [r~ct. ritld.

FOR CARE HOSPITALIZATION OR COMMITMENT (typed)
.• • NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND
DECREED THAT Leonard R. Frank, IS A MENTALLY ILL PERSON:
AND THAT HE BE COMMITIED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL
HYGIENE FOR PLACEMENT IN A STATE HOSPITAL, TO-WIT Napa
STATE HOSPITAL AT Imola, CALIFORNIA.
(signed) Byron Arnold JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR
COURT
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November 8,1962 CLINICAL RECORD (script)
This patient has been cooperalive on this ward, Has helped with ward
work. Taken an active part in group meetings. On no medication at this

&chalophnmlc Reaction, Paranoid

rJWlIC. LEOilARD R••

7

6
November 1, 1972 CONTINUOUS NOTES (typed)
fRANK, Leonard R, #90142, WARD A-7
November (1), 1962. STAff CONfERENCE:
Present: Dr, Baker (presiding), Dr. Ellis, Dr. Williams, Dr. Lake, Randy
Carlson, P.S,W,
Case presented by Dr, Lake.
Dr. Baker: This man was seen in conference after examinations and psychological evaluation. He is with-drawn. evasive and uncooperative and
delusional. In conference today, in response to every question he answers,
til don't have anything to say about lhat." We are agreeing to:
DIAG: SCHIZOPHRENIC REACTION, PARANOID TYPE 22,3
REC: E.C.T. at the discretion of the ward doctor
R,B, (initialed)
(R, Baker, M,D,:jw)

time, Neat & clean, trans, to C,C. this date,
farley A·7
Chambers Cottage Patient frank received on ward today appears
coop, has a big black bushy beard and needs a haircut he is very sloppy
in appearance because of his beard.
Wayne

8
December 15, 1962 PHYSICIAN'S ORDERS (script)
Patient is being sent to Belmont Hospital by His father Patient has
Expressed Many times that He dosnt want too go But Because of private
funds Being used instead of the States It (illegible) considered the Best
thing to do -J f

9
Undated fiNAL SUMMARY (typed)
TYPE Of RELEASE Indefinite Leave of Absence
PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS Schizophrenic Reaction, Paranoid Type
SUMMARY Of PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT Milieu Therapy
COURSE IN HOSPITAL Patient entered hospital wearing a black
beard and leUing his hair grow. His family in New York felt he should be
returned there for treatment. The patient resisted this and wished to stay
In Napa Stale Hospital. The father and (uncie) arrived and forcibly removed the patient to a local private hospital with the intention of sending
him East in the near future, Patient was discharged to father, condition
improved,
(signed) Larry Allen, M,D.
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12

December lS. 1962 (admission Report by Joseph Crane) (script)
Ed-Same College
REFERRED BY: Dr. Alan Thorn
Hosp: Other
CHIEF COMPLAINTS: Emotional Upset
PRESENT ILLNESS: Father & Uncle (who apparently provided
most of the material in this section)
Pt is 2nd of 2 siblings-sister 33 yr-Married Mother age S9
(illegible) except Diabetes & Hi BP: Father age 62 (illegible)-Pt graduate
Wharton School of Business-1954-Army in for 2 yr-1 st c1ass-Presiden·
tial Detail & Tomb Unknown Soldier-for 2 yr-19S6 went to work in
Real Estate in NY. did O.K.· Came to California by way of Floridaarrived in Calif 196G-Worked for a few months in Real Estate & was
fired after 34 rna due to difference of opinion-No work, since thenhad $2000 in bank which he used up-Sold car & furnishings of apt.
Father feels he started getting ill in Jan 1961-pt was hiding-not
truthful w{parents-Spent a lot of time in library-wouldn't tell anyoneContinued this withdrawn way of living-Father saw him in April 1962
-Saw Dr. Thorn once at fathers request. Refused to continue treatment

December 22. 1962 CERTIFICATE OF EXAMINING PHYSICIAN
(script)
MENTAL CONDITION (INCLUDING WHAT PATIENT SAID AND
DID DURING EXAMINATION) Negativism, paranoid delusions
IF DELUSIONAL, GIVE EXAMPLE Food ...
THE PRESENT MENTAL CONDITION BEGAN ABOUT (DATE)
Cir 1961 •..
THE CONDUCT OF PATIENT HAS BEEN Negativistic ...
(signed) Alan Thorn, M.D.

13
PElIAIlSBtON fOR ELECTRIC ANDIfIII- INSUUN SIIOC~
'I1IKATIoIEtml

-Pc calls once a week-writes non committal letter once a week-No
bizarre or strange thoughts.
Hospitalized Napa by commitment in Oct 1962-had obvious mental
illness-beard, piercing eyes-refuses medication-Has not had any medica·
tion or EST there. PI. presently under commitment at Napa-to be trans·
ferred to TP by ambulance
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: DATE 12{21{62 ..•
GENERAL APPEARANCE Tall thin man-w{long black curly hair &
full face black beard-Cooperative ...
MENTAL STATUS Cooperative-quiet-speaks when spoken to in a
low tone-Conversation relative & clear-Well Orientated-No delusions
or hallucinations elicitedADMISSION DIAGNOSIS imp 1) Schizophrenic Reaction
JC

Hr. and Hra.
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December 21.1962 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES (script)

Pt remains negative & evasive re discussion of personal habits-Leo sexFeels any type of medicine would be taken only if forced. Recognizes he
is losing wgt-but doesn't want to eat or take any food but those of
vegetable origin. Pt repeatedly stresses that these past 2·3 years have
been the way he wants it & would not be hospitalized except that he is
force~ to be-but yet makes no allempt to leave. He is very polite, &
proper in all discussions-shows no hostility re his care here or at NapaJoseph Crane, M.D.
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14
'anuary 4,1963 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES
Active & passive refusal re Insulin EST or medicines, No reasoning re
his need etc, -J C

lanuary 9,1963 (letter to Judge of the Superior Court, County of San
Mateo from Joseph Crane)
TWIS l lo lN • •
• I:L.. cmT

CALIPOIlNIA

lS
~Tanuary

9,1963

January 8, 1963 DOCTOR'S ORDERS (script)
Observe pt carefully for Elopement-Attendant to & from & at O.T.
w/pt- J C

Judge of the Superior COllrt
County of San Mateo
Hall of Justice and Records
Redwood City, california

fHIS IS A PRIVILEGED COUYUNIf:A'J

[r 51 ).J.L M, T C,.; l'lACED AT 1 i:
DISPOSAL OF

Ro: r

~NY

OTHER PERSOH'.

)m. LEONARD FRANK
No. 102802

Honorable Sirl
Mr. Frank was admitted to Twin Pines Hospital
on December 15, 1962, DS B trnnsfer fram Napa state Hospital
where he had bean committed from San Francisco County on
OCtober 19, 1962.
The history as obtained from the patient and
hi. fatl:er indicates that his emotional difficulties started
1n January, 1961, at Which time he was l'lving in san Francisco
where he had been employod for a few mODchs a8 a real eetate
Bales agent. He lost his job because ill] failed to follow hi_
employer's instructions and £ollowing this the patient mado
no sustained effort or atteJm;)t to obtain ",ork, became somewhat
withdrawn and preoccupied and ata·rted to adopt rather unusual
beliefs in regard to his diet which became that of ill 'trict
vegetarian. He a180 allowed his beard to grow Bnd developed
a full beard which 11a8 continued up to the present time.
Hie family came fran tho East ia April, 19ta2,
recoyr.ized his 1l1ness and had him see Dr •.• l'in 'thorn.
psychiatrist of San Francisco, who suggested tho patient have
treatment. The patient failed to foll~' through with treatment and lived a very.secluded life, primarily living on the
money he obtained from Belling hie belongings and Bame savings
he had 1n the bank.
The patient wae admitted to Napa state Hospital
Where he was observed and the diagnosis of Schizophrenic Reaction was made but no sustained attem~t at treatment was
made there. He was transferred to TWin Pines at the father l _
request and nere he has resistod all for.ms of treatment including oral medications, injectable tranquilizers, electro_hock treatment and insulin coma treatment.
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... LWOP\lT
CALI~OIlHI"

Judge of the SuparLor Court
continued - 2

THIS JS A

fl~,

l'~I"lf'C~f:J CO"'!:J~Ir:A1.10N
r.~

IT
l : 1,1'
j't,ler;,., A. 1" tO 1."i}'(j~AL OF ANV OTin;H .f'F.R::iuN
Re:

.January 9 '. 196)
Mr. Leonard Frank

The patient has boan ro-evaluated by Or. fil~n
Thorn and the undersigned. and it. 1s felt he \'Iould benefit
from a course of canblned lnsu11n cana therapy and electroshock treatment.. The quentian of the insulin cana therapy
was dlscuosed with tho patient. He became extremely reoiotive towards it and no attempt ",as made to forca tho treatment on him.

lanuary 10, 1963 REPORT AND CERTIFICATE OF MEDICAL
EXAMINERS (script)
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY: Committed to Napa (illegible) Withdrawn, preoccupied Refused to eat any animal product Bizzare behavior
Diagnosed Schizophrenic at Napa .•.
PRESENT MENTAL STATUS Poor.,.
TENTATIVE DIAGNOSIS OF MENTAL HEALTH Schizophrenic
reaction paranoid type ...
(signed) Jerry Lane, M.D.
Ronald Sand, M.D.

The patient "0 rcz:.uonlng is that of a schizo-

Iphrenic 1n that he makes such remarks as he feels tho questton
of doing those things that are commonly dOliO by other people,
such as a more general. diet and shaving are not done for
reasons only knO\'i11 to h1msel t',. and there has been no further
o::planat1on given in repeated interviews.
The patient's dietary restriction led to him
becqminq somewhat unden1eight. At the time of admission he
weighed 144 pounds, on the restricted diet of the patient's
choice it has been possible to increaso his weight to 154
poundo at the present time.

In my professional opinion. this man i8 Buffering
from a Schizophrenic Reaction. Paranoid TYPe, Chronic, Severe,
but 1t 1s felt he should have the benefit of an adequate
course of treatment to sse if this illness can be helped.
In vi~., of the extremeD to which the patJ.ent carries his
beliefs it is felt that the need of hospitalization and
treatment under court order 1s a necessity as he 1s dangerou.
to himself and others under tllese circumstances.
Reapectfu11y yours

REJ,dg

17

18

494

Minuccs Civil and Criminal, Dcparcfficnt No.6, Vol. 124
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
IN AJ.'lD FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN ~.TEO
~QnUBry ~,

196)

HON. J. A. DftANSON,

JUdge

PrOlent: Loll J. Scnmplul
Dcautv Dllt. Attornoy

102802 Iu thl Katter of Leonard Prank, an Bl1e!ed Hentally III P.roan.
PaUtion
Raymond L. H8n30n, Attorney preeent.
Dr. Jerry Laae and ur. Ron!lld So.nd. '1edie81 ilulIIinel'lll and Dr. J'oeeph
Crane, &all11ond L. HanDan, Att~rnoy and Petitioner, and Leon~ 'rank
wero oworn and toe titled a8 witneaeOB hereIn. It 18 ordered that the
Petition bl acended to atate the correet forcer addre80 ot Leonard Prank
DO 9S6 Sacramento :jt., SIln Prallclaco. California. It 10 ontered thtlt
Leonard Prank be committed to Twin Pinl. Hoopltal.

19
January 10.1963 DOCTOR'S ORDERS
1) ObselVe pt Carefully
2) Waist Restraint pm (as needed) for pts protection
3) (illegible) #1 in am
Hold Breakfast
EST Friday-Sat-Sunday-Monday
4) May be up & around pm on Ward J C

20
lanuary 17. 1963 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES
(6 days and 5 Insulin Coma and 5 Electric Shock Treatments after the
start of the treatment program)
Discussion of case wlpt who feels that he has no memory for past sev·
eral weeks-No memory for court appearance-Doesn't believe he has been
at T.P.H. 4 weeks-Admits religious preoccupation.
J C.
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21
'anuary 27, 1963 (letter to joseph Crane from Seymour Frank)
(script)
... We spoke to Leonard Sunday and his cooversation seemed
satisfactory.
He mentioned the fact that he would like to attend Saturday services.
I don't know of its importance but I am sure that you wiil know how to
handle it ...
We would appreciate a letter from you once a week as regards his condition and progress.

24
February 19, 1963 (letter to S. Fro"k from joseph Crane)
Februi1%}' 19,

196~

1Ir. ti eyIlIOUr FranJc
130 B. 6Jrd titree~
8., Yon, Uew York
Dear lEI:.

rr.anK.
Loonard has cOIllPleted hi. 14th insulin

22
January 30. 1963 (letter to S. Frank from Joseph Crane) (typed)
Leonard is continuing his insulin treatment and responding very satis·
factoriiy. He has not been in full coma as yet but we anticipate he will in
the next several treatments. On the ward he is more spontaneous, joins in
with other patients in conversation and games-things that he did not do
earlier. He still holds fast to his self-imposed diet regime; his weight is now
158 pounds which is an 11 pound weight gain since admission. He still has
his full beard.
His religious preoccupations remain rather steadfast and he inquired of
me the other day about going to the jewish service on Saturday. I explained that at the present time he is under court order and that I do not·
feel he is well enough to go. As he improves and if he continues to show an
interest in going to the Temple, I think we can work this out by having
someone go with him ••.

23
February 14, 1963 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES
Pt resistive of having his beard clipped or removed. Seen by Rabbi
Rosen yesterday who discouraged & discussed wlpt re removal of beard.
The beard presents problems of care & treatment as the beard gets in
mouth while in Insulin Coma & is covered wlsputum & expectoration at
these times. It is difficult to judge pt's cyanosis or circumoral pallor which
is desirable as an indicat during Insulin Coma therapy. The thick pad of
curly hair makes it difficult to adjust or band In place for electrode .••
Discussed wlDr. Alan Thorn this date J C

CCIIlil an4 b_ had 17 electroDhoc:.lc t.reatmont:. in all.

The

treatments have been vary W8l.J. tilken by the! patlont, and
~ have run into no Wluoual problema in adm1niater1nq them.
Ql the ward he r ....1n.o quito outgoin!]' and participal:8ll in
chu. g _ with othu pationt. quite readily.
In the lut. weak Leonard was .een by thB
local rabbi, Rabbi Roaen, 'Who epent • c~lderabl. period ot
tima with hill diacuaeing tho r"",oval of hi. board. X falt
it waa dealrllble to have the rGbl go over it. with him, aa
tAanard eGfIU to attacl1 a groat deal of rel1gioua 81gh1flcanca
to tha bear.!. "'e ..abbi va. unable to chang" Leonard'.. thinking in th1a matter. AII:I have d1sCU8aed with you. the beard
doe. cGllPllcate hi. t:roatmont. •• we are not. able to aee u
readlly hl. 11pB \1h1cl1 are uoo4 t:.O .CJIJ1C extent. as 1n41catora
of hia g ......al phy.ical eta~ua and OX¥9enation \/hU" in
1naulin ccaa. It alao preDenta a problem in feod1ng" him u
he a cCDinq out. of the carns. u 'the beard gots in the WIPiY.
111. ba1.r aleo prollonts a probl. . in that it. 1. aCln8'What.
<!ifficu1t to apply and maintain the rubber band Io/h1<:h ho1da
the electrodes, •• it tclc1ll to alide DO hi. rather thlck hair.
X hava not given up in t:rylng to get Leonard to accapt the
.....oval of hi. beard and havin9 hie '~Qir cut, oven i f for cmly
the period of big trootJucnt. 'l'hare are no other cbaDgu that
. _ 1.aI>ortant at thi. 1:1.....
lie told IDa h. talked >lith you on Sunda,y and
I a.. he writ•• lett.o.rll one. OJ: twice duriDg the , .• •

vary truly youn

Joaeph Crane, M.D.
ltBJ,cIg
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25
Eebruary 21, 1963 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES
Remains resistive to clipping his beard-Rabbi Rosen has not returned
as yet to see pt. Pt still has his personal ideas re beard-"I am very much a
Jew-this is a minor way of showing it. I have adopted my own laws as far
as diet & beard are concerned." Pt. doesn't show any marked memory impairment as a result of treatments-Feels he has been here since Jan 15.

1963-Dec 15, 1962 aClually. Unable to remember where he spent Christmas for sure. Memory for Dr. A. Thorn is vague. No change in pts belief
or behavior outside orincreased sociability noted.
JC

26
February 16, 1963 (letter to S. Frank from Joseph Crane)
... The problem of his beard, long hair and dietary regime remain as
fixed in his mind as ever. To date Rabbi Rosen has not revisited your son,
although he said he would as soon as he has some free time.
I plan to review Leonard's case with Dr. Thorn this coming week as we
are approximately halfway through our course of treatment ...

28
March 8,1963 (Statement by joseph Crane)
This patient was seen on Saturday, March 2nd, by Dr. Alan Thorn, who
felt that he had made some very slight changes under the combined electroshock treatment and insulin coma therapy. He further felt that the
palient should have his beard shaved off as a therapeutic device at this particular time. In checking with Mr. Robert Huber of Peart, Baraty and Hassard, who represents our malpractice insurance, he felt there would be

some danger of a suit but in view of the fact the beard can be regrown, if
the individual desired, he did not see how this could be too serious a
threat. If there is any therapeutic reasoning behind its removal, he felt
this would tend to mitigate any possible claims against those who perform the task of removing the beard. He suggested I talk with someone
at the district attorney's office, which I did and yesterday talked with
Miss Lois Scampini, who said as far as their office was concerned, his
commitment was for care and treatment of the patient. The problem of

removing his beard was gone into and she felt this required an interpretation she could not make and that the court would have no jurisdiction in making as a supportive thing in terms of ordering his beard
removed and his hair cut. She felt that the possibility of any suit for
assault and battery would be without very much basis and it was hard
for her to conceive how this could be carried through into court.

27
February 28,1963 CONSULTATION RECORD (script)
REQUEST FOR CONSULTATION REGARDING: Pt has completed
22 comas & 22 EST. Still persists in his belief against removal of beard or
cut hair. To continue Insulin and EST.
(signed) joseph Crane M.D. ATIENDING PHYSICIAN
March 2, 1963 REPORT OF CONSULTANT (script)
FINDINGS: I had a most pleasant talk with Mr. Frank. He seemed, if
anything, more amenable to reason. We discussed religion, philosophy and
his present status. For the first time he ran oul of answers to questions. He
is essentially as paranoid as ever. Therefore there is still plenty of room for
pessimism, to put it mildly.
RECOMMENDATIONS: I believe that the Insulin Coma & ECTshould
continue. Moreover, I believe that during one of the comas his beard
should be removed as a therapeutic device to provoke anxiety and make
some change in his body image. Consultation shou!d be obtained from the
TP attorney as to the civil rights issues-but I doubt that these are crucial.
The therapeutic effort is worth it-inasmuch that he can always grow
another.

I see no evidence of intellectual imp::!.irment as a result of the shock Rx.
(signed)

Alan Thorn CONSULTANT

29
March 8, 1963 (letter to S. Frank from joseph Crane)
Dr. Alan Thorn saw Leonard this past weekend and felt that he had
made some slight changes in his reasoning and that we should continue
the combined electroshock and insulin coma treatments. I specifically
asked Dr. Thorn about having Leonard's beard removed and he felt this
should be done although it could conceivably be challenged by Leonard
on a legal basis as to whether we were justified in doing this. However,
Dr. Thorn feels this would have definite therapeutic indications and I
am planning to proceed along this line in the next several days. We have
increased the frequency of the shock treatments this week to a total of
five treatments, namely one daily, as I wanted to have him a Iiule more
confused and clouded at this time if we are to remove the beard so that
he would not be too acutely aware and distressed by this procedure.
On the ward Leonard continues to make a very reasonable adjustment •..
In evaluating Leonard's progress to date, I think it is important to
point out there is some slight improvement but he still has all his delusional beliefs regarding his beard, dietary regime and religious observances that he had prior to treatment. We hope that in continuing the
treatments we will be able to modify some of these beliefs so that he can
make a reasonable adjustment to life.
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30
March 11. 1963 DOCTOR'S ORDERS
Pts beard to be shaved off & to be given hair cutObserve very carefully today & tonite for any unpredictable behavior
re suicidal or elopement
JC

33
March 25. 1963 (letter to Joseph Crane from Seymour Frank)
I have your letter of Mar. 21 and as suggested I am sending Leonard his
own Schick Electric razor ...

34
April 3. 1963 (letter to Seymour Frank from Joseph Crane)

31
March 21. 1963 (letter to S. Frank from Joseph Crane)
Leonard's beard was removed this last week which caused him no great
amount of distress. It was pointed out to him that he can do as he wants
after the treatments are completed but that we want him to be without his
beard during the remainder of his hospital treatment. His hair was not cut
at the time his beard was shaved and was somewhat unsightly and un·
kempt in view of its length. However, the patient suggested he go to the
barber shop to have his hair cut, which was done. Leonard makes a much
better appearance without the beard and the long hair and does not seem
10 have any great difficulty in shaving himself every day. At the present
time he is using one of the eleClric razors provided on the ward for this
purpose, but I wonder if it would not be worthwhile if we bought him one
for his own personal use as a stimulus for his daily shaving.
There has been some slight let up in his dietary regime as Leonard has

Leonard has continued to receive insulin and shock treatments daily
during these past two weeks. The shock treatments are now being reduced
. to twice a week. At Ihe present time he has completed 45 insulin comas:
we are planning to go ahead through next week which will give him a total
of 52 insulin comas in all. At the present time he has had 34 shock
treatments.
I am sure the shock treatment is whal causes Leonard to appear a little
less alert than usual In his conversation. I feel it is desirable we continue
to have this mild degree of confusion, as it helps him get away from the

concerns about his beard, diet and religious preoccupations.
On the ward Leonard continues to make a very good adjustment. This
past week he asked for a bowl of clam chowder soup and took some bread
and used butter on it, on his own volition. I realize this is a small item but
I think in a way that this coupled with the fact he shaves himself daily
with the electric razor and goes along with the treatment offers some
degree of encouragement ..•

had coffee on one or two occasions on his own and he has also eaten some
cheese products with his meal. I think these fall into the same category as
the hair cut and shave in that they are tied up with the fact he is somewhat
confused from the treatments and is not as alert and negative about ex·
panding his activities as he might be if he were less confused. We are
reducing the elclroshock trealments to two a week as we feel it is not
necessary to get him any further confused than he is at the present time •.•

35
April 15,1963 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES
Pt. has completed course of 50 1ST Comas & 35 EST-w/definite con·
fusion & memory impairment. Today wondering if there is an odor 10 his
finger nails-examination by both pt & me shows no odor to nail while
they were filed-This reassured ptJC

32

36

March 22,1963 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES
Pt has had 37 Insulin Comas & 31 EST-Less acute in thinking & has
allowed his beard to be shaved off-and had a haircut. Pt encouraged to
shave daily which he does under supervision •.•
JC

April 18 1963 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES
This AM pt relapsed into state of complete negativism-saying "I don't.
know if that is right"-also God help me-God help me-Thorazine started
JC
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April 19, 1963 (letter to S. Frank from Joseph Crane)
Leonard's treatments were completed last Friday with a total of 50
insulin comas in all and 35 electroshock treatments. He had a total of 32

coma

hOUfS

which is considered a very adequate course of treatment. He

was started on the tranquilizer Prolixin, 1 mg. 4 times a day, on Saturday
and apparently he had a fairly good weekend ...
Thursday Leonard went through a rather confused, anxious day at this
time his medicine was changed to Thorazine, one of the older and more
potent tranquilizers. As of today he seems to be doing well on this medi·
cation and it will be continued along with Reserpine, another tranquilizer
which we find to be of value with patients who have been sick over a
period of time ...

38
April 24, 1963 DOCTOR'S PROGRESS NOTES
..• Today confused according to pt by dreams, thoughtsDream ..•-{;ollege exam-a big group of students-vague dream-Pt
had feeling he was going to do well-but the professor would find an excuse for not giving him a good grade-posted on board. Grades for test
showed "Frank-96%"-couldn't understand how he could have done so
well & still end up w{E or F.
Next part of dream-Tried out for a part in a small play
-Play was "Oklahoma" & pt was trying to get in the chorus. At 7 or 8 yr
pt tried out for lead in Oklahoma-Feels he was tricked into applying-pt
was led into thinking he was able to do it-2nd half·Dream-Pt got part of
Curly-(Iead) in play-friends surprised to hear that pt did so well- J C

39
May 2, 1963 (Ieller to S. Frank from Joseph Crane)
. . . Leonard's day·by-day activities remain at a very satisfactory level,
he seems to be outgoing and interested in things. In my conversations with
him he has many questions about the last year and a half to two years;

however, this is not unusual. His memory is improving and ,we are seeing
less of the memory deficit due to the shock treatments than was there in
the past two weeks. It is anticipated the memory defect, due to the shock
treatments, will to a large extent be gone within the next two to four
weeks ...

40
May 21. 1963 (Ieller toS. Frank from Joseph Crane)
..• I have repeatedly stressed to him that he is going to need the medication over an extended period of time which may run into years ... He
has indicated that he understands this and is willing to follow through with
the medication.
Both Dr. Thorn and I feel that Leonard will need supportive psychotherapy in addition to the medication, but we have no thought of his
undertaking any analytical treatment •••
It must be fully recognized that Leonard may have a relapse which may
be very difficult to determine as he is quite adept at covering up his behav·
ior and it is for this reason we felt having the family close and in frequent
contact with him that any tendency toward relapse would be caught early
and possibly avoided •..

41
lune 7. 1963 (Statement by Joseph Crane) (typed)
Case Summary and Discharge Note: This patient was admitted to Twin
Pines on December 15, 1962 and discharged (June) 1, 1963. See letter to
Dr. (name deleted) for details of this period of hospitalization.
Discharge Diagnosis: Schizophrenic Reaction, Paranoid Type
Condition on Discharge: Improved
JC

•••
Aside from the serious and permanent memory loss, other effects of those
months of confinement and forced psychiatric "trealment" include a slow·
Ing of the thought processes and a loss of drive and stamina. But by the
standards of my doctors and the others who at the time concurred with
their views on my "menta'" state, I am still "essentially as paranoid as
ever." I still have my "vegetarian food Idiosyncracies." I have regrown my
"big black bushy beard." I have maintained all my "religious preoccupa·
tions," at the core of which Is my belief in G-d.
And I can still say with Job, "Though He slay me, yet willi trust In
Him."
And I can repeat, as I do almost every day, my own words to Him:
Holy are You, 0 L-rd my G-d, Maker and Ruler of the universe
As the hour of Judgment nears I turn my heart and mind to You
Forgive me the wrongs I have done You as I forgive You the wrongs
You have done me
And strengthen me in my resolve to serve You in truth and right·
eousness that Your kingdom be established on earth forever.

